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Agenda

• Intra-VO Scheduling and Accounting
  • 1.5 Hours
  • Goal: Improve site admin understanding of possible solutions to Intra-VO scheduling. Direction and development should be taking site POV into account.

• VO Management
  • 0.5 Hours
  • Goal: Should a working group be formed? Volunteers to participate in the working group.
Agenda (Continued)

• **Fabric Monitoring Scripts**
  • 0.5 Hours
  • Goal: Understand if we can start a common repository of monitoring scripts. Who should maintain this repository?

• **Middleware Priorities**
  • 0.5 Hours
  • Goal: Prioritize list of site concerns about Middleware.
Agenda (Continued)

• Ops VO and SFTs
  • 0.5 Hours
  • Goal: OSG gains understanding of how SFTs affect sites. Report back to OSG about using SFTs.

• Communication
  • 0.5 Hours
  • Goal: Make communication chart for EGEE<->OSG information flow. Plan for approving Deployment<->ROC<->Site communication.